I like that “the lessons are well planned and a variety of materials are used. I love the Director, Laura Aka. She’s fantastic and great to work with. She’s also a superior instructor.”

“Laura Araujo is an absolutely fantastic teacher!!! We have been with her for years and she is the best!!! Her love of art and kids is so evident!!” Laura DeVito, Coordinator of Homeschooling, Billerica, MA

“I like “having the kids learn that they can make beautiful art.” Also “art appreciation, teaching kids about the masters and their techniques.” Tammy Gilley, Gulf Breeze United Methodist Church, Gulf Breeze, FL

“I love the enthusiasm of the owner (Heather Bjork) and the staff. My son loves to go and looks forward to it each week.” Elizabeth Hood, Parent, Burlington, NC

“I LOVE the program and will keep my grandson in as many classes as possible...all of the teachers have been wonderful.” Elaine Comess, Parent and former art teacher, Norfolk, VA

“I love the art projects they do - we frame all of them and hang them in our house!” Jennifer Pittroff, Parent, Trinity, FL

“I like the curriculums and supplies,” and “the projects and going home with hangable art.”

“I love art and everything about it...I don’t believe children receive enough time during the day for freedom of expression and to be openly creative.” Shelley Cano, Parent, Lucas, TX

“The Abrakadoodle program goes beyond art and I enjoy that the Director (Rosie Curran) has a good relationship and rapport with the members and staff.” Joel Rivera, Boys & Girls Clubs of San Juan Capistrano, Aliso Viejo, CA

“It is not a craft class, but an educational experience.”

“I think the class is great. It is well structured. The teacher (Alex) is great with the children. She is an excellent teacher and the kids have fun. I like how each class is very different from the previous class or previous sessions.” Hayley O’Malley, Parent, Pittsburgh, PA

“Abrikadoole was easy to work with. We had lost an art program in the middle of the year and when I called Abrikadoole, they started it up fast so the students wouldn’t be out any art time.”

“The kids are entertained and get to do things that are constructive. It gives them a sense of accomplishment and pride. I enjoy working with Katrina Goldberg and all of the staff; they are professionals and are great with children. Also the pricing is a value for the services offered.” Marcie Mills, Paradise Valley Country Club, Paradise Valley, AZ

“I like that “the kids learn about art and artists while having fun and making a mess some where other than our house. I like not having to clean up.” Kerri Assell, Parent, Greenwood Village, CO

“I like the fact that the (Abrakadoodle) classes are offered right after school and at the school. There is no extra driving and I know she is in a safe place.” Stacy Alley, Parent, Kingwood TX

I like, “the hands on interaction” and “also the size of the classes.”

“I like the opportunity the kids have to explore art and the different types of art available to them. It is a unique art class.” Sarah Sandquist, Glen Ellyn Park District, Glen Ellyn, IL

“Lezlee is awesome. She is very easy to work with, and is open to offering evening and weekend programs.”

“The children love the process of the art. The parents love the outcome of the framed, labeled art.” Leann Rogers, Jenny Hart Early Education Center, Irvine, CA

“The creative lesson plans that they offer the students are great! I really like the fact that I do not need to plan anything for the class because everything is done for us. That truly makes a difference!” Kate Porter, Eastern Michigan University, Westland, MI

“There are so many sports activities out there and very limited activities for kids to use their creative side. My daughter loves art so this was the perfect fit.” Terri Nibbelinek, Parent, Hudsonville, MI